DETERMINANT for Business
The DETERMINANT proposition is simple – exceptional quality, functional technologies, and modern
style. DETERMINANT reengineered wardrobe essentials with functions that make your life easier,
so you can worry less and focus on things that are important to you. With smart solutions for the
modern professional, our products are sleek and functional in design, ranging from wrinkle-free
and water-repellent shirts to anti-bacterial treated masks and travel essentials.
Partner with us! Whether you are looking to expand your business, or putting together thoughtful
corporate gifts, or considering corporate uniforms, DETERMINANT has a solution for you to achieve
your objectives. Below are a few ways we can work together:

WHOLESALE
Purchase in bulk to fill your shelves with classic staples or use as gifts.

CORPORATE SALES
Brand your business with customized print and embroidery – make it all about you.

FRANCHISE & CO-BRAND
Let’s work together to grow your business.
Beyond the usual ‘customize and produce’ model, DETERMINANT features a more efficient
and eco-friendly customer experience. We provide virtual samples to streamline the idea
sharing process and reduce waste. Benefit from a faster turnaround and ample tech support
– below is a glimpse of what we offer.
Want to work with us? Check out our products below.

APPAREL
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MASKS

WELLNESS PRODUCTS
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APPAREL

Let your clothes simplify your life, not complicate it. DETERMINANT offers functional premium
shirts, polos, and T-shirts for an elegant, streamlined wardrobe.

Smart Shirts
Wrinkle-Free

Dress Shirts
Wrinkle-Free

Polo Shirts
Water-Repellent

T-Shirts
Moisture Management

Hoodies

Sweatshirts

Anti-Bacterial

Sweatpants

Get your branded clothing program up and running right
away with customized printing and embroidery.
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MASKS
DET30™ is a general-purpose reusable cotton mask for daily use. Made with anti-bacterial and
water-repellent treated fabric, it creates a barrier to obstruct droplets and has a high degree of
breathability and comfort. It has three layers, with a front-pleat design that extends to cover your
nose and chin and a nose wire to create a close fit. DET30™ is not a personal protective equipment.
It is not a substitute for a medical or surgical mask or a respirator.

DET30™
(2 piece pack)

Summer Cool is a more breathable version of the original DET30. Putting in more research and
development, this mask now uses a lighter fabric while keeping the same protective features.
Additionally, scent-free peppermint essential oil adds extra freshness.

DET30™
Summer Cool
(2 piece pack)

The DET30 Mood Series uses natural dysetuff from Asia to bring color to your daily look. This
pioneering natural dye technology is a more environmentally sustainable alternative, enabling
cleaner manufacturing processes, and encouraging the continued growth of ecologically
important plants – all while elevating your masks with added vibrancy and style.
Now you can look sharp while creating lasting positive impact.

DET30™
Mood Series
(2 piece pack)
Mood Indigo

Mood Crimson

Brand your DET30™ with customized printing.
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WELLNESS PRODUCTS
DETERMINANT wellness products are designed to complement a lifestyle in the new normal, providing
protection and comfort so that you can have peace of mind and focus on living life to the fullest. We are
bringing back your peace of mind, with anti-bacterial, anti-viral, and water-repellent technology to
safeguard you from germs in your day-to-day lives. That way, you can focus on the bigger things and

Face Scarf

Versatility at its finest, you can wear this as a scarf for warmth;
slide it easily over your face for protection; use it as a headband for
working out; or use it in any creative ways. This face scarf is made
from soft, breathable cotton with anti-bacterial and anti-viral
properties, making it great for keeping out dust, smoke, allergens
and germs.

Sleep Mask

Block out the world and get some good quality rest wherever you
are. The light touch of the 100% cotton on your skin will help send
you off into a relaxing deep sleep. Understanding the importance
of facial hygiene, these sleep masks are also anti-bacterial and
anti-viral.

Hoodie Pillow

Perfect for a nap with some privacy – the U-shaped cushion
supports your neck on long flights, while the hood creates a
personal sanctuary in the middle of a crowded room. The added
zipper allows the cover to come off easily so you can wash and
keep it clean, while the anti-bacterial and anti-viral finishing
means fewer washes are required in the first place.

Sleeping Bag Liner

Your perfect travel companion, this sleeping bag liner provides a
layer of protection and warmth on all your adventures, with
anti-bacterial finishing for added safety. The smooth poplinweave
makes it comfortable on the skin, while the rectangular shape gives
your legs ample space to move around and sleep in whatever position
suits you. Designed to be an easy add to your carry-on, this sleeping
bag liner is foldable, lightweight, and comes with a storage bag.
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ABOUT DETERMINANT
At DETERMINANT, we believe in giving our customers what you deserve. The leanness of our product
range goes against one of the most basic selling principles in today’s market – getting someone into our
“store” and selling them as many things as possible. What we provide is a simple solution to looking
stylish, feeling refreshed and being productive. In offering versatile wardrobe essentials designed with
smart technology, we make daily dress up an efficient experience. And rest assured; our brand is
dedicated to reducing environmental impact and other footprints. Our products are created with our
planet and communities in mind.

FAQ
Q: What are the options for customizing my DETERMINANT products?
A: DETERMINANT offers customization through printing and embroidery.
Send us your artwork, and our sales team will provide you with solutions to your customization needs.
Note: DETERMINANT requires a minimum order of 100 pieces for customization of apparel or wellness
products, and 1,000 pieces masks.

Q: How can we franchise or co-brand with you?
We welcome all forms of business collaboration, whether you are interested in consigning,
reselling, or being an agent.
If you are interested in partnering with us, please contact B2Benquiries@detshirts.com.

Q: What is the minimum order quantity for DETERMINANT wellness products?
A: Orders for DETERMINANT wellness products start at 100 pieces each.
Orders for masks begin at 1,000 pieces.
For price quotation, please contact B2Benquiries@detshirts.com.
For more information or questions not covered in the FAQ, please contact us at B2Benquiries@detshirts.com.
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